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Much attention has been given to statistics that show new foreclosure activity nationally has slowed
over the past few years. When it comes to metropolitan area markets, however, some have gotten
worse, while others have stagnated. It is not simple enough to declare an end to the foreclosure and
delinquency crisis when there are as many as a quarter (25%) of metro areas that have not yet begun
their recovery.
Foreclosure-Response.org began tracking mortgage performance in March 2009. Metrics of interest
include the number of loans that are 90-or-more days delinquent, the number of loans in foreclosure,
and a combination of those, which we called “seriously delinquent.” By adding delinquent loans with
loans in foreclosure we were able to assess the level of mortgage distress in an area.
In December 2009 the average percent of seriously delinquent loans across the top 100 U.S.
metropolitan areas hit a peak at 10.5%. As Figure 1 shows, the serious mortgage delinquency rate has
fallen slowly but steadily over the subsequent quarters and stands at 7.6% as of September 2013. This is
well above a “normal” serious delinquency rate and could take several years to return to pre-recession
levels1.
Underlying the trend of the combined indicator, the rate of 90 day or more delinquency steadily fell in
2010 and 2011, ending at 3.1 % in September 2013. In contrast, the foreclosure inventory only turned
the corner in mid-2012, and is still higher than the March 2009 level at 4.5%, around seven times the
pre-crisis level.2 Historically, a foreclosure inventory under 1% is what we would expect in “normal”
market conditions.
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Freddie Mac analysis shows serious delinquency rates are still above normal
http://www.bizjournals.com/baltimore/blog/morning-edition/2013/10/freddie-mac-releases-mortgageserious.html
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Dr. Mark Fleming, chief economist for CoreLogic describes that the pre-crisis foreclosure inventory was 0.6
percent. http://www.corelogic.com/research/foreclosure-report/national-foreclosure-report-october-2013.pdf

Figure 1: Foreclosure and Delinquency Rates, Averaged for the 100 Largest U.S. Metro Areas
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This slow decline has led to questions about whether the foreclosure crisis which began in 2007 is
ending. Looking at the average of the 100 largest U.S. metros, evidence is clear that the metropolitan
foreclosure crisis is no longer getting worse. Other metrics and sources on foreclosure shed further hope
that the worst is over. New foreclosure starts, for example, are declining and provide optimism for
housing markets. Lender Processing Services (LPS) reports that nationally, foreclosure starts are
currently less than half of what they were in 20093.
Ultimately, attention must be paid to individual metropolitan housing markets. Some are in much better
shape than others; and some have made great strides since the peak of serious delinquency in
December 2009. However, it may be premature to declare the problem is “ending” until all metro area
markets show signs of recovery.
Metros Still Facing Historic Inventory and Delinquency Rates
As mentioned in the first section, the serious delinquency rate is comprised of those loans already in the
foreclosure process and those that are 90 or more days late in payment. Singling out the foreclosure
component, Figure 2 displays that almost all of the country’s 100 largest metros still have foreclosure
rates well above the historical norm of less than one percent.
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On 1/31/2010 there were 282,601 foreclosure starts; on 9/30/2013 there were 108,953 – a decrease of 61%.
http://www.lpsvcs.com/LPSCorporateInformation/CommunicationCenter/DataReports/MortgageMonitor/201310
MortgageMonitor/MortgageMonitorOctober2013.pdf
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Figure 2: Foreclosure Rates in the 100 Largest U.S. Metro Areas, September 2013

The lower levels of inventory in the western states (including California) indicate that many troubled
loans have already been moved through the foreclosure process.
New York, New Jersey, and Florida are examples of “judicial” foreclosure states meaning foreclosures
must be processed through the court system. As we have explained in an earlier commentary on serious
delinquency, foreclosures in judicial states typically take longer to complete than those in non-judicial
states. As a result we are still seeing higher foreclosure rates in many metro areas in judicial states.
Metro areas with relatively large foreclosure inventories will see more homes coming back to the
market in the coming months as their backlog clears. As we move from crisis to recovery, the success of
metropolitan housing markets will depend on a market’s ability to absorb properties as they exit the
foreclosure process and return the market.
Mortgages whose owners are 90 or more days late on their mortgage payments represent the pool of
loans that still may enter the foreclosure pipeline. The 90-day delinquency rates are generally lower
than foreclosure rates and have less variation among the top 100 metros. While almost half of the top
100 metros have foreclosure inventory rates over 4%, only 15 have similar levels for the share of loans
that are 90-days or more delinquent.
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The two metros with the most severe mortgage distress by this measure are Memphis (6.5%) and
Springfield, MA (6.2%). Nine metros have 90-days delinquency rates of less than two percent. Austin is
lowest at 1.4%, followed by Des Moines and Minneapolis both at 1.5%. The remaining three-quarters of
the study metros have 90-day delinquency rates between two and four percent.
Some Metros Worse Off than at Height of the Crisis
Looking at the combined impact of the foreclosure and 90-day delinquency rates, most metros are
experiencing the slow and steady downward trend of the overall average shown in the first section. Of
the 100 largest U.S. metropolitan areas, a majority (73) have had a decrease of greater than 1
percentage point in their serious delinquency rates from December 2009 to September 2013.
However, the remaining metros have either been stagnant over the same time period or were generally
getting worse. Since December 2009, 18 metro areas have experienced a very small decrease (less than
1 percentage point) in serious delinquency and 9 metro areas have seen their serious delinquency rates
grow.
Figure 3: Change in Serious Delinquency Rates, December 2009 to September 2013
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Geographically, a few interesting trends are evident in Figure 3. Three geographic regions were hard hit
at the beginning of the foreclosure crisis: California metros, Florida metros, and “Rust Belt” metros
(those in Midwest states like Ohio, Michigan and Indiana). All three of those regions have seen solid
improvements since December 2009.
On the other hand, the Northeast has generally performed poorly in the past several years. Serious
delinquency rates in major metropolitan markets like New York City, Philadelphia and Baltimore have all
worsened since December 2009. Other metro areas in New York like Buffalo, Rochester and Syracuse
have similarly struggled, as have metro areas surrounding New York like New Jersey and Connecticut.
Many Improving Metros Still Have High Serious Delinquency Rates
While many of the original “hard hit” metro areas, such as California, Michigan and Florida have lower
serious delinquency rates than they did in December 2009, that’s only part of a bigger story. Some of
these metro areas still have serious delinquency rates that are well above the top 100 metro average of
7.6%.
Figure 4: Serious Delinquency Rates in the 20 Metros with the Largest Declines since December 2009
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This phenomenon is clearest in Florida metro areas like Miami, Orlando, Bradenton and Lakeland. As
shown in Figure 4, the Miami metro area is down 10 percentage points from December 2009, but still
has a 15.8% serious delinquency rate. Similarly, Lakeland has declined 6.9 points from the peak but still
has a serious delinquency rate at nearly 14%.
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On the other end of the spectrum, California’s metros experienced some of the biggest drops in serious
delinquency and now have rates lower than the top 100 metro average of 7.6%. Riverside and Stockton
are the best examples; they have seen their serious delinquency rates drop by more than 12 points and
now have rates between 6 and 7 percent. Florida’s Cape Coral, however, saw a similar drop in its serious
delinquency rate yet still had more than 12 percent of its loans in foreclosure or 90+ days delinquent.
Confronting Fallout from Crisis as well as New Challenges
Although the foreclosure crisis receives less media attention now than it did during its peak, over one
million homeowners are currently struggling to pay their mortgages and metropolitan foreclosure rates
are still well above historic norms. Our analysis reinforces the need to delve below national numbers to
understand the diversity of the metropolitan experiences. While the crisis lessens in parts of the
country, state and local stakeholders must continue monitoring the mortgage and housing markets to
adapt their policy and programmatic responses.
New strategies will be needed to deal with new challenges, like how to handle large volumes of singlefamily homes that have been converted into rental housing.4 Local community development groups are
still implementing strategies to help neighborhoods most hard-hit from the foreclosure crisis tackle
vacant and abandoned housing. The tightening of mortgage credit paired with rising rents mean that
state and local governments increasingly face affordable housing challenges in serving local residents
and workers, particularly in expensive markets. In San Francisco, local officials worry about the
combined problem of unaffordable housing and foreclosures hitting the poorer areas of the city where
homeowners are more likely to struggle to make payments.5 In addressing their continued and changing
housing challenges, communities need strong examples to build upon, rigorous data and analysis, and a
commitment to evidence-based policymaking that strives toward the best fit between policy solutions
and policy problems.
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Blackstone group has recently become a major institutional investor in single-family housing assets for use as
rentals. http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-10-23/blackstone-creating-rental-home-bonds-after-buyingspree.html
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“Foreclosures in San Francisco plummet, but crisis remains”
http://www.sfexaminer.com/sanfrancisco/foreclosures-in-san-francisco-plummet-but-crisisremains/Content?oid=2596310
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